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Quick Guide to applying for an
agent licence online with
Rent Smart Wales
An individual person must be the lead for the agent application.
The individual firstly sets up a personal account via the Apply page on
www.rentsmart.gov.wales

Once this individual has set up a personal account, they then set up the Agent
Profile.
Once this is complete, landlords adding their agent’s to their registration can find the
agent in a search. This will also generate emails to the agent to confirm the association
with the properties that a landlord is stating they act at in Wales.

Once an agent profile is set up, the licence application can be started. It can be
completed in any order and over a period of time. It involves the following:






Adding and linking all staff to the agent application that are involved in letting
and managing rental properties in Wales
Booking staff on training/uploading linked staff’s training evidence
Uploading a spreadsheet template of all properties the agent manages in Wales
(including details of client landlords) or making a declaration no properties are
‘managed’ in the case of ‘let only’ agents.
Paying the agent licence fee (click to view fees policy)
Declaring the agent is fit & proper (or uploading evidence to inform Rent Smart
Wales’s decision)

Once the application is fully complete, the agent must submit the application and
wait for its determination. This can take up to 8 weeks.
Once Rent Smart Wales has made its decision it will email the agent with the licence
(this is a legal document and must be read carefully). The licence contains the
conditions that the agent must comply with during the 5 year licence period. The agent
will also receive a credit card sized licence in the post, a window sticker for any office
locations they have and permission to use the Rent Smart Wales licensed agent logo.
The licence is always retrievable from the agents account.
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Detailed instructions on how to apply for an agent licence
The process of setting up an agent profile and doing the agent licence application
online is as follows:
Whoever is going to lead the application process firstly creates a personal account
on the Rent Smart Wales website using the following link:
https://www.rentsmart.gov.wales/en/security/login?fdReturnURL=%2fen%2fdashboar
d%2f%3ffdSignup%3dtrue&fdSignIn=False&fdSignUp=True
Once created and the activation email is actioned, the user will find the following
landing page:

On this page, they will select ‘Agent’.
The first step in the process is to create an ‘agent profile’ and provide information on
the applicant (stating what type of applicant they are e.g. Individual; Body
Corporate*; Charity; Trust or Residential Social Landlord).
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*Note: if a person is trading as a company name, but not actually a Body Corporate (e.g. a Limited
Company, a Limited Liability Partnership or any other entity registered at Companies House), then we
cannot issue a licence to the company name as it is not a legal entity. Therefore you must complete
an individual licence application in the name of the lead person for the agent and the licence will be
issued to that person. However, we can accept the words (T/A) after the applicant’s surname e.g. Joe
Bloggs (T/A Bloggs and Brothers) if that is what you would like the licence to state.

The second step to set up the Agent Profile is to give all the office addresses used
by the agent in Wales (one must be identified as for correspondence; and if a Body
Corporate one also must be given as the Registered Company address).
The third step to set up the agent profile is to ‘invite connected users’ to link into the
agent profile. The screen shot below explains what this page entails.
At this point, add any ‘connected
users’. This will involve providing
details of all of the staff of the
agent who do letting and
management work at rental
properties in Wales. Once their
information is input, they will
receive an email invite to ‘sign
up/sign in’ to connect to the
agent’s profile, which they must
action.
Once all of your staff have an
individual user account on the
website, linked to the agent, they
can upload any external training
certificates they may have
completed, or they can be booked
on RSW training/complete online
training. Equally, once their
individual accounts are linked to
the Agent account, the main agent
applicant user can upload the
staff’s training records, book and
pay for them to attend RSW run
training, etc.
Once any ‘connected users’ that
need to be added have been, the
user continues to the end of the
process, when they will get to the
screen below.
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Did you know? Once at this point in the process, landlords who are completing their
registrations can find the agent in a search function and name the agent at the
properties in Wales where they do letting/management work at. As an agent, you
will then start to receive emails to officially confirm these links with your client
landlords *you must action these emails; they are very important*.
Once an agent profile has been set up, then the user should navigate to the agent
dashboard and start the agent licence application process. This can be dipped into
and out of up until the time all the information required is input (and the fee paid;
read our fee policy here>) and then the application can be submitted Rent Smart
Wales.
Once the application is submitted, Rent Smart Wales will assess the application,
contact the agent if anything is outstanding and then make a decision to grant the
licence within 8 weeks.
For further information or advice, visit our website www.rentsmart.gov.wales
or contact us on 03000 133344.
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